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1 Overview
SiteExecutive allows a designer to establish the framework for the Website, instead of relying on the
content manager to maintain the site’s look, feel, and general functionality. Content contributors can create
and publish content without impacting the site’s look and feel.
SiteExecutive Websites are built using templates and style sheets. Templates contain common site
elements (navigation, headers, footers, etc.). Style Sheets contain presentational elements (fonts, colors,
backgrounds, positioning, etc.). Together, they ensure brand consistency and uniform look and feel for the
Website.

1.1 User Proficiency
SiteExecutive simplifies the sophisticated process of creating template. However, designers should
have a knowledge of style sheets, modules, tables, and basic page creation skills to fully develop
and maintain professional templates.
The average designer must be familiar with the following skills to create and maintain templates:
•

Creating and using style sheets (CSS)

•

Adding templates

•

Modifying templates (HTML/XHTML)

•

Approving and publishing templates

•

Applying templates to folders and pages

•

Building tables to define templates or using DIV tags for a tableless layout

•

Inserting dynamic headers

•

Creating global links

•

Creating advanced dynamic navigation

•

Using the Object Inclusion module

•

Importing templates

•

Recommended: Creating graphics (Photoshop, Dreamweaver, etc)

Systems Alliance offers various training classes to provide users, designers and developers with the
tools build successful Websites with SiteExecutive. Please visit
http://www.siteexecutive.com/training for more information.

1.2 Template Overview
SiteExecutive’s user-friendly Template Editor (similar to the Page Editor) simplifies template creation
and modification and reduces HTML programming. Designers can also create templates in other
applications, like Dreamweaver, then import and modify those templates in the SiteExecutive
Template Editor. Once imported or created, the templates can be applied to pages and folders.
•

Template Editor is similar to Page Editor (style definitions, permissions)

•

Templates (like pages) are built dynamically and published to enact changes

•

Templates (like pages) can have versioning and workflow

•

Templates use modules to provide enhanced functionality and engaging Websites

•

Content (page) is separated from presentation (templates and style sheets)

Templates may contain one or more of the following elements:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Body content area
Template-level Navigation Module
Style sheets for body content, template, and media-dependant types
Object inclusions for global elements (navigation, headers/footers)
Dynamic content (photobanners, news, events, links)
Dynamic modules functionality (date/time, breadcrumbs, search, calendars, forms)

1.3 Style Sheet Overview
Style sheets may be imported, modified or even created within SiteExecutive and applied to
templates. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) allow to designers to build more effective Websites.
•

Improved content accessibility by content (HTML) and presentation (CSS) separation

•

More flexibility and control in presentation characteristics

•

Reduced complexity and repetition in structural content

•

Table-less web design

•

Easy styling changes

•

Different skins and less templates

•

Better Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

•

Media-dependant styles (print, voice, mobile, etc.)

•

Predictable results (cascading, priorities, style order)

Content, Template and Media-Dependant Style Sheets may be applied to templates to style the
following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Body content area (content.css)
Template-level Navigation Module (template.css)
Media-dependant styles (print.css, mobile.css, etc.)
Object inclusions for global elements (navigation, headers/footers) (template.css)
Dynamic content (photobanners, news, events, links) (template.css)
Dynamic modules functionality (date/time, breadcrumbs, search, calendars, forms)
(template.css)

2 Templates
2.1 Import Templates
Template import capabilities are available to SiteExecutive users. The Import Template icon is
available at the site and folder level in the Desktop tab and allows for templates created in
Dreamweaver to be uploaded into SiteExecutive. Administrative-level permissions are required for
the folder in which Dreamweaver files will be imported.
At the site or the folder level, the user is asked to provide a .dwt, .html, .htm or a .zip file for
importing. At the template collection level, the user can only import a .dwt, .html or .htm file using the
Import Template tool. The Import Template tool will import all files as templates and allow the
templates to be applied to pages.

To import a template:
1. Select the desired site or folder in the site tree.

2. Select the Desktop tab.
3. Select Import Template under Content Maintenance in the Actions panel.

The Import Template dialog will appear.

4. Click Browse in the File: field.
The Choose file dialog will appear.

5. Select the desired Dreamweaver file or template. If files were zipped, then the
zipped file may be selected.
6. Click Open.
The file will appear in the File: field in the Import Template dialog.

7. Check the Overwrite existing objects if desired.
8. Click Import.
The uploading and conversion process will start.
The import may take several minutes, depending on the number of templates,
images, and style sheets being imported.
Upon completion of the import, a result report will appear in the Import Template
window.

9. Select the available tabs to view the Templates, Images/Files, and Style Sheets
that were imported.
Under each tab, the files imported are listed. They may be selected to view a
detailed report.
10. To print a copy of the results report, click Printable Version. A print-friendly
screen of the results will appear.

11. Click Print.
Close the report when printing and viewing of the report is completed.
The imported files will appear in the site tree.
Note: The body content marker must be inserted in the imported templates and the
templates must be published.
When imported into SiteExecutive, the Dreamweaver templates become SiteExecutive templates
and can be treated as such. If changes are made to a template in Dreamweaver, the updated
template may be re-imported to replace the existing template in SiteExecutive. Re-importing an
updated version of the template will create an editable version of the template (if only an active
version existed).

2.2 Template Maintenance
A template may be renamed, copied, moved, and deleted within SiteExecutive. When a template is
selected, the Actions panel on the right displays the Move, Copy and Delete icons:

To access template maintenance icons:

1. In the site tree select the folder where the template lives.

2. Select the checkbox next to the template in the center panel.

3. Click on the desired action (Move, Copy or Delete) in the Action panel.

If Copy or Move are selected, the site tree will appear, allowing the desired location to be
chosen. If Delete is selected, the template is deleted after the warning message.

2.2.1 Rename Template
To rename template:
1. In the site tree select the folder where the template lives.

2. Select the template in the center panel.
3. The Preview/Edit tab displays.
4. Select the Desktop tab.
5. Double-click Rename Template in the options area.
The Rename Template dialog displays:

6. Rename the template and click Save.
The name is updated in the system.

2.3 Download Template
Clients who are managing multiple instances of SiteExecutive may want to use the same templates
on both SiteExecutive Websites. This can be accomplished by downloading a template with all its
associated files (CSS, images, etc.) and importing the downloaded template into SiteExecutive
using the Import Template tool.
To download a template:
1. Create a blank page in SiteExecutive using the template and publish the page.
2. Open the page in a new browser window.
3. Under the File menu, select Save As for the template and all associated files (such as style
sheets, scripts and images).
4. If prompted, click Save.
The entire template and its associated files are downloaded onto the local drive.

The template can be opened in an HTML editor for modification.

2.4 Create Template
To create a template, the designer must have Read and Write access to the folder in which the
template will be created. For example, if the template will be created in the Templates Collection
folder in the site tree, the designer must have Read and Write access to the Templates Collection
folder.
To create a template:
1. Select Templates Collection in the site tree.

2. In the Actions panel on the right, select Create Template from under Content Maintenance.

The Create Template dialog will appear.

The fields available are:
“<<” = required field
Name<<: Name of the template. This field is required.
DOCTYPE: Defines document type. Identifies HTML/XHTML specifications used by
site/template for web browsers to correctly display the site. Options include:
•

HTML 4.0 Transitional

•

XHTML 1.0 Transitional

•

XHTML 1.0 Strict

•

XHTML 1.0 Mobile

•

HTML 5

Default Language<<: Determines default language dictionary used by system when spell
checking. This field is required.
Style Sheet: Overall template style sheet assigned to template.

Content Style Sheet: Body content style sheet assigned to template.
External Style Sheet: This allows the user to select an uploaded style sheet.
Editor Body Content ID: This ID will be added to the body tag in the page editor only.
Editor Body Content Class: This Class will be added to the body tag in the page editor
only.
<HTML> Tag Attributes: This section allows users to define xml namespaces (used, for
example, in Facebook’s Open Graph Protocol.) Only available to members of SE Template
Source.
HEAD Section: Provides an interface for adding content in the <HEAD> tag of a template.
The primary use of this section is to insert Meta Tag types that are not supported by
SiteExecutive, call browser-centric Style Sheets, and apply custom Javascript. Only
available to members of SE Template Source.
Description: Description for the template.
Media-dependent Style Sheets: Defines different style-sheets based on device used to
display content.
•

Print: print-friendly style (print preview )

•

Handheld: mobile/handheld devices

•

Aural: speech synthesizers

•

Braille: Braille tactile feedback devices

•

Embossed: paged Braille printers

•

Projection: projectors

•

tty: fixed-pitch character grids (i.e. teletypes)

•

TV: television devices

Media-dependent Sibling Templates: Allows user to define a different template based on
the device being used to display the content.
3. Enter information in the available fields.
Note: SiteExecutive Editor will not change SEML based on selected DOCTYPE. Site
Administrators should provide Web content policies that are aligned with the selected
DOCTYPE to ensure the validity of source HTML.
•

XHTML 1.0 Mobile should only be used when creating a Mobile Sibling
Template or a complete mobile site.

•

HTML 5 can be specified but at the current moment we do not support HTML 5
tags in the editor. You can object include or use HTML snippet to get HTML 5
tags in your pages.

•

Site Administrators can also designate the DOCTYPE at the Main level for a
more global approach.

4. Click Save.
The new template will display on the Preview/Edit tab.

Note: Templates can be created/imported at the site or folder level. However, this may
increase the difficulty of locating and applying specific style sheets for other users
and affect the security model.
5. Click the Edit Template button in the top right to start editing the template.

2.5 Edit Template
Once the template properties are established, the template may be modified and the body content
marker inserted to designate where the content will appear upon publication.
To edit a template:
1. Select the folder in the site tree that contains the desired template.
2. Click the name of the template in the center panel.
A preview of the template will display in the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click the Edit Template button in the top right.
Edit mode will appear.
While in edit mode, processor-like tools are available on the editor toolbar, allowing template
designers to format text and perform other functions within the template.

Note: The Template Editor Toolbar is identical to Page Editor Toolbar (except for the
Body Content Marker, described below). For a complete description of Editor Toolbar
icons, please see the End User Guide for more information.

2.5.1 Body Content Marker
The body content marker designates where page content (entered in the Page Editor) will appear
when published. If a template is applied to a page that does not have a body content area, page
content will not appear. While the template serves as the framework, the body content area will
contain the content editor’s contributions to a page.
To insert a body content marker:
1. Select the folder in the site tree that contains the desired template.
2. Click the name of the template in the center panel.
A preview of the template will display in the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click the Edit Template button in the top right.
Edit mode will appear.
4. Click in the template where the content marker will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert Body Content Marker tool.

The body content marker will appear in the div (or table – not recommended) and
occupy the entire space where inserted.

2.5.2 Save & Close Template
As with pages, template revisions are only committed when the template is saved. While in
template edit mode, click the Save or Save & Close tool to ensure changes are saved.

2.5.3 Navigation Module
The Navigation module allows site Administrators to create context-sensitive
navigation for a SiteExecutive site. Using the Navigation module, Administrators
can easily manage different robust navigational menus at site or folder levels.
The Navigation module can be applied at the Template level to create navigation
for the site. For more information about the Navigation module, see the Core
Modules user guide.

2.6 Publish Template
A template can be applied to pages and folders after it is approved and published. Template
revisions also require approval and publishing before they are applied.
To publish a template:
1. Select the folder in the site tree that contains the desired template.
2. Click the name of the template in the center panel.
A preview of the template will display in the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Select the Approval tab.

4. Click Publish button.
The Publish Document dialog will appear.

5. Click OK to publish the template.
The Approval tab will list the Approval Workflow History. Approval Workflow History will
display the time and date of publication and the username of the publisher for each entry.

Note: Templates are subject to permissions like pages. See the Site Administrators
User Guide for more information on permissions and workflow.

3 Style Sheets
Style sheets allow users to apply a wide variety of styles and positioning properties to SiteExecutive
templates. CSS can control everything from the size of font to the layout of elements on a site. Using CSS
capabilities, designers can change the entire look of a Website using divisions (divs), classes and
selectors. Modifications to style sheets can be done within SiteExecutive using the CSS Editor.
Style Sheets can be imported or created and stored within the Style Sheets node on the site tree. Style
Sheets must be published before styles will be applied to the template. See Appendix B at the end of this
guide for a glossary of style sheet terms.

3.1 Import Style Sheet
To import a style sheet:
1. Select the Templates/Style Sheets in the Explorer.

2. Select Style Sheets.
Current style sheets will display in the center panel:

3. Select Create Style Guide in the Actions panel on the right.

The Create Style Sheet dialog will appear:

4. Select Import From File by clicking in the checkbox.
A Style Sheet: field will become available.

5. Click Browse in the Style Sheet: field.
The Choose file dialog will appear:

6. Select the desired style sheet file to import.
7. Click Open.
8. Enter a name in the Name: field if renaming is desired.

9. Click Save.
The Preview/Edit tab for that style sheet will appear:

Note: Style Sheets can be created/imported at the site or folder level. However, this may
increase the difficulty of locating and applying specific style sheets for other users and
affect the security model.

3.1.1 Import Styles
External style sheets can be imported to add new style definitions.
To import styles:
1. In the site tree select the folder where the style sheet you want to edit lives.
2. Select the style sheet in the center panel.
The Preview/Edit tab for that style sheet will appear.
3. Select the Desktop tab.
4. Double-click Import Styles in the options area.

The Import Styles dialog will appear.

5. Click the Browse button.
6. Select a style sheet to import and click Save.
The Import Styles progress bar will appear.
SiteExecutive will read in the new style sheet and add all new style definitions and
replace existing style definitions with the new attributes.

3.2 Style Sheet Maintenance
Similar to folders, pages and objects, a style sheet may be renamed, copied, moved, and deleted
within SiteExecutive. When a style sheet is selected, the Desktop tab displays the following icons:

To access the style sheet maintenance icons:
1. In the site tree select the folder where the style sheet you want to use lives.
2. Select the style sheet in the center panel.
The Preview/Edit tab for that style sheet will display.
3. Select the Desktop tab.
4. Double-click on the desired icon (Rename Style Sheet, Copy Style Sheet, Move
Style Sheet, or Delete Style Sheet) in the information area.
5. Complete the dialog box information to enact the change.

3.3 Export Style Sheet
Style sheets may be exported from SiteExecutive for editing in third-party applications and stored
outside of SiteExecutive as appropriate.
To export style sheets:
1. Select the desired style sheet in the site tree.

2. Select the Desktop tab.
3. Double-click Export Style Sheet in the options area.

4. If prompted, click Save.
The style sheet may be opened or saved. Clicking Save will open the Save As window.
This provides users with the capability of saving the style sheet to any desired location.

3.4 Create Style Sheet
To create a new style sheet:
1. Select the Templates/Style Sheets in the Explorer.

2. Select Style Sheets.

3. Select Create Style Guide in the Actions panel on the right.

The Create Style Sheet dialog appears:

4. Enter a name for the style sheet in the Name: field.

5. Click Save.
The new style sheet will display on the Preview/Edit tab.

3.4.1 View Style Sheet
To view a style sheet:
1. Select the desired style sheet in the site tree.
You will be taken to the Preview/Edit tab.

The style sheet will appear with an editor tool bar.

3.4.2 Edit Style Sheet
Once a style sheet is created, it may be edited. New styles may be added into the style sheet at
any time.
To edit a style sheet:
1. Select the desired style sheet in the site tree.
You will be taken to the Preview/Edit tab.
2. Click the Edit Style Sheet tool.

The style sheet editor will appear.

The parts of the style sheet editor are:

Window Name

Description

Code Window

Lists defined style declarations.
(For example: h1 {color : red})

Statements Window

Displays formatting properties and values
for highlighted selector.

Preview Window

Displays preview of styles as defined in
the code window.

CSS Editor Toolbar

Provides tools to add and modify styles
and selectors.

The icons on the style sheet editor toolbar are:

Icon

Tool Name

Description

New Style Definition

Allows the creation of selectors for different types of styles. The
style sheet must be in edit mode for this tool to become active.

Edit Selector

Allows revisions to an existing selector or type of style. The
selector must be selected.

Icon

Tool Name

Description

Delete Style

Deletes a style completely from a style sheet so it is no longer
available.

Version

Shows active and editable versions of a style sheet.

Usage

Indicates the templates and pages currently using the selected
style sheet.

Edit Style Sheet

Allows revisions to be made to a style sheet. Places the style
sheet in edit mode.

Save

Commits all changes and additions completed.

Close

Closes the edit mode of the style sheet. Shows a preview of the
finished style sheet.

Publish

Allows the style sheets to become active and available for use on
templates.

3. Click the New Style Definition tool to add a new style.
The New Selector dialog will appear:

4. Select a type of selector from the Type: field.
The dialog will display different options depending on the type of selector chosen.

The types available are:
Class:
Defines a unique property available to all text, content, elements, etc.
Tags, defined using the Class type, are available for all content elements.
To select: enter class name in the Class: field. Class names appear in the Font
Style: field and under module, table and link properties.
Tag:
Defines a unique property to an entire element. (i.e. all links, lists or table borders,
etc)
These styles define the element on all pages and templates to which the style
sheet is assigned.
To select: select tag from the Tag: field.
Advanced:
Classifies elements on characteristics other than name, attributes or content in
principle characteristics (i.e. cannot be deduced from the document tree).
To select: enter appropriate tag or selector in the Selector: field.
For tags not available via the Tag type: Use Advanced type
Note: Advanced option should be used when creating ID selectors. These ID
selectors can be assigned to page and template elements (such as links,
tables, or div elements) when the element’s properties are edited.
5. Click Save.
The selector name will appear on the left side followed by a declaration block. A list of
formatting-type statements will appear on the right side.

6. Click on the down arrow beside each formatting statement to add declarations to the
style.
A window will appear with options for each specific formatting option.

7. Select declaration statements for each style.
Declarations will appear in the declaration blocks under each style.

8. Repeat all steps to add additional styles in the selected style sheet.
Note: Similar to the hierarchy in CSS, styles in SiteExecutive function in a hierarchical
manner. For example, if the <li> tag (lists) is used to determine general list properties, etc.
and the <ul> and <ol> tags (specific to unordered lists and ordered lists) are used to
determine other properties for specific kinds of lists, unordered and ordered lists will
inherit properties not defined at the individual level but defined at the general list level with
the <li> tag.

3.4.3 Delete Selector
To delete a selector:
1. Select the desired style sheet in the site tree.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click the Edit Style Sheet tool.
4. Select the style desired for deletion.
5. Click the Delete Style tool.

The Delete Style Definition dialog will appear. A warning message appears.

6. Click OK to delete the style.

3.4.4 Edit Selector
To edit a selector:
1. Select the desired style sheet in the site tree.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Select the desired selector for changes.
4. Click the Edit Selector tool.

The Edit Selector dialog will appear allowing revisions.

5. Make necessary changes to the selector.
6. Click Save.

3.4.5 Style Sheet Usage
The Usage tool displays style sheets usage for designers to verify use of the style sheet by
templates before deleting it.
To view the style sheet usage:
1. Select the desired style sheet in the site tree.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click the Usage tool.

The Style Sheet Usage dialog will appear.

4. Select Pages or Templates from the dropdown.
A list of templates or pages (depending on the option selected) will appear. This list
may be printed.

Note: The Usage tab also displays the templates and pages using the selected style.
Placing the mouse pointer on the name of the object displays the path to that object.

3.4.6 Save Style Sheet
As with templates, style sheet revisions are only committed when saved. While in edit mode, click
the Save tool to ensure changes are saved.

3.4.7 Publish Style Sheet
To publish a style sheet:
1. Select a style sheet from the site tree.
2. Edit the style sheet and make desired changes.
3. Click the Publish icon.

The Publish Style Sheet dialog will appear.

4. Click OK. This may take several seconds.
The style sheet will be published and may be applied to a template once it has been
published.

3.5 Style Order
The Style Order tab is available to modify the actual output order of the style declarations.
To modify style order for a style sheet:
1. Select the style sheet.
2. Select the Style Order tab.

3. Click on a style declaration and drag and drop to reorder.
Note: The style sheet must be republished before the re-order changes can take effect.

4 Templates and Style Sheets Assignment
4.1 Apply Template
Once a template is created, it can be assigned to folders and pages. There are two ways to apply
templates to folders and pages. Templates can be applied to folders or pages using the Properties
tab or using the Template Administration tool. Via the Properties tab, content editors with
Read/Write permissions may assign templates to folders or pages. The Template Administration
tool requires Administrative access.

4.1.1 Folder and Page Properties
At the folder or page level, the Properties tab may be selected to view the template assigned. If
the template is changed at the folder level, the new template selected will be assigned to pages
created in the folder by default.
To assign a template to a folder or page:
1. Select the desired folder or page.
2. Select the Properties tab.
3. Click Edit.
The folder or page properties will appear.

4. Click the Select Link icon in the Template field to select a different template.
The Explorer window will appear.

5. Select the desired template in the site tree.
6. Click Select.
7. Click Save.
The Properties will display with the selected template.

4.1.2 Template Administration
If Administrative rights are available, the Template Administration tool can be used to apply a
template to all pages within a folder.
To use template administration:
1. Select the desired folder.
2. Select the Desktop tab.
3. Select Folder Administration in the Actions panel.

4. Select Template Administration under Folder Administration.

The Template Administration dialog will appear.

5. Click the Select Link icon in the Template: field to select a different template.
The Explorer window will appear.
6. Select the desired template in the site tree.
7. Click Select.
8. Select Apply to this folder and all subfolders if desired. This will assign the
template to all existing subfolders. If this is not selected, only pages created from this
point forward will inherit the template.
9. Click Save.
A confirmation message will appear.

10. Click OK.
The new template will be applied immediately.
Note: This process does not require approval, nor does it create versions. The new template
directly modifies the current active pages and overrides any dynamic settings. This feature
should be used with caution, as it will not require the re-publication of pages before
modifying the active versions.

4.2 Apply Style Sheets
Once a style sheet is created, the style sheet can be assigned to a template. Pages using the
selected template will inherit the styles.
To apply a style sheet to a template:
1. Select the desired template.

2. Select the Properties tab.

3. Click Edit.

4. Click the Select Link icon in the Style Sheet field to select the desired style sheet for the
template.
5. Click Select.
6. Click the Select Link icon in the Content Style Sheet: field to select the desired style
sheet for the page content.
Note: The Content Style Sheet is read before the Template Style Sheet. The
Template Style Sheet will override any conflicting styles in the Content Style Sheet.
7. Click Select.
8. Click Save.
Changes on the template will not appear until the template is republished. All pages using
the selected template will have the style sheet styles available.

4.3 Media-Dependent Style Sheets
Users have the ability to define style sheets based on media types. This allows up to 9 different
styles sheets to be assigned. Depending on the device used access the page, a specific style sheet
will be used to present the content. If a style sheet is not defined for a specific device, it will default
to the content style sheet.

To assign media-dependent style sheets:
1. Select the desired template
2. Select the Properties tab.

3. Click Edit.

4. Click the Select Link icon in the any of the Media-dependent Style Sheets (Print,
Handheld, Aural, Braille, Embossed, Projection, tty, or TV) and select the desired style
sheet to be used for each media type.
5. Click Select.
6. Click Save.

5 Object Inclusion
The Object Inclusion module allows users to assign dynamic areas to templates that can change at the
folder level. The module can also be used to simply include objects on a template. The Object Inclusion
module may be used to include elements, such as headers, footers, files, etc. on multiple pages that have
templates assigned to them. Using the Object Inclusion module at the template level with the dynamic
option checked allows content displayed to change at the folder level.
To use the Object Inclusion module to assign dynamic areas to templates, which will change at the folder
level, it is crucial to identify the dynamic areas within pages or sites and then create the dynamic
components, which will change from folder to folder.

When the Object Inclusion module is used to display content, pages rather than images are
recommended for inclusion. This allows the page to behave as a container for a range of items and may
be updated with versions and control.

5.1 Template Object Inclusion
Once the dynamic components have been created, designers can insert the Object Inclusion
module on a template.
To insert the Object Inclusion module:
1. Select the desired template in the site tree.
2. Select the Preview/Edit tab.
3. Click Edit Template.
4. Click in the template where the module will be inserted.
5. Click the Insert a Module tool.
The Insert Module dialog will appear.
6. Select Object Inclusion from the Module: drop-down list.

7. Click OK.
The Module Properties dialog will appear.

The fields available are:

“<<” = required field
Object<<: Allows inclusion of an object within SiteExecutive. Display Settings are
available once object selected (“required” fields depend on selected object). This field is
required.
Module Name<<: Designates dynamic content title. This field is required.
Dynamic: Designates selected object as dynamic. If object is dynamic at template-level,
module can be swapped at folder-level (dynamic content).
Cache Interval: Specifies object’s cache interval duration. If Static: cache file exists for
each unique object being object-included; If Dynamic: cache file exists for each object at
the folder level. If Dynamic: the object inclusion properties dialog displays an additional
field.
Wrap Content With: Specifies wrapper for module: blank, DIV tag or TABLE tag.
Note: Depending on the object selected, other fields may become available. If the Dynamic
check box is not selected, the Object Inclusion module will function solely to embed objects.
It will allow the inclusion of a selected file or object and will display it on all pages using the
template.
8. Enter information in the available fields.
9. Click Save.
The Object Inclusion module will appear on the template. The template must be
published for the dynamic object to become available at the folder level.

5.2 Dynamic Content (Folder-level)
To manage dynamic content:
1. Select the folder that contains the pages which will display the dynamic content.
2. Select the Dynamic Content tab.
The Manage Dynamic Content tab will appear.

3. Select a Template. The Template select field refers to the templates that contain the
dynamic object.
The Dynamic Content tab will load all dynamic Object Inclusion modules inserted on the
template and order alphabetically. Each module will be wrapped individually in its own
fieldset. The title of the fieldset will be Module: <dynamic object inclusion name>.
Note: Users can expand and collapse individual dynamic object inclusion modules by
toggling the arrow.

The fields available are:
“<<” = required field
Visible: Determines if dynamic object appears at folder- (and subfolder-) level; check to
show object; uncheck to remove/hide.
Object<<: Select object that displays on pages within the folder. This field is required.
Wrap Content With: Displays the HTML tag that will wrap the object inclusion. This field
is only editable at the template level.
4. Enter information in the available fields.
Note: Depending on the object selected, other fields may become available. Object refers to the
dynamic object that will appear on the pages in the folder. The object will vary for each folder
depending on the dynamic components that are desired for display. For example, if an image is
selected the fields that become available include: Link To, which allows the image to be linked
and Alt Text, which displays text when the mouse pointer is placed on the image.

5. Click Save.
If Dynamic is not selected, the Object Inclusion module can still be inserted on a template to embed
objects at the template level. These objects will appear on all the pages using the template.
Changes to the object selected as the placeholder may affect dynamic content modified by authors at
the folder level. Designers must be careful when making changes to dynamic objects on the template.
Specifically the following modifications will reset the object at the individual folder level:
•

Changing the object type selected for dynamic inclusion at the main template level.

•

Deleting the dynamic object at the main template level. This occurs even if the object is reinserted on the template with the same object name before saving.

Note: Application instances also have the Dynamic Content tab. Dynamic content for
application instances works in the same way as described above.

6 Dynamic Style Sheets
Similar to Dynamic Content, users can now dynamically assign all style sheet types at the folder-level.
This can be used to create “skins” for a template based on location within the SiteExecutive site. All child
folders inherit the same dynamic assignment as the parent folder, unless a dynamic style sheet is
specifically applied to the child.
To assign dynamic style sheets:
1. Select a folder.
2. Select the Dynamic Style Sheet tab.

3. Select a template.
The Dynamic Style Sheet assignments will load for the template.

4. Click the appropriate icon to Assign New Style Sheet, Assign No Style, and View
Information related to each type of Style Sheet being dynamically assigned.
Icon

Name

Definition

Assign Style Sheet

Defines a dynamic style sheet

Assign No Style Sheet

Defines no style sheet (or erases existing style sheet)

View Information

Displays appropriate Default, Parent, and Assigned
style sheets for a particular style sheet type

5. Click Save.
Note: Application instances also have the Dynamic Style Sheet tab. Dynamic style sheets for
application instances work in the same way as described above.

7 Mobile Support
Designing a template for a mobile device is the same as creating a desktop template (template applied
through a browser on a computer). First, a mobile template must be assigned to a desktop template(s) and
a Mobile Policy must be established at the site. The mobile template has less complexity than a desktop
template, but a few key factors to note:
•

Suggested DOCTYPE is XHTML 1.0 Mobile.

•

Assign mobile template as a mobile sibling template to appropriate desktop template(s).

•

Establish a Mobile Policy at the site level.

7.1 Apply Mobile Sibling Template
To apply a mobile template:
1. Select a desktop template.
2. Click the Properties tab.
3. Click Edit.

4. Select a template for the Mobile Template field within the Media-dependent Sibling
Templates section.
5. Click Save.
6. Publish template.

7.2 Assign Mobile Policy
To set the mobile policy for a site:
1. Select a site.
2. Click the Properties tab.
3. Click Edit.
4. Select the desired Mobile Policy.

The options available are:
Do not recognize mobile devices: Will ignore a Mobile Template assignment if a mobile
device is viewing a page that has it assigned.
Always show mobile templates to mobile visitors: Page will always use the assigned
mobile template when a mobile device is detected. If no mobile template is assigned, page
will display in normal template.
Show preference links for mobile visitors: When a mobile device is detected, the page
will first display in the mobile template. Links will be placed on the template allowing
visitors to toggle back and forth between mobile and desktop templates. These links will
only show up when a mobile device is detected.
5. Click Save.

7.3 Preview Mobile Template on Desktop
Designers may need the ability to preview how a page will appear on a mobile device. Without
access to a mobile device, there is a simple way to display the mobile template.
To preview mobile templates:
1. Access a page that has a mobile template assigned.
2. Add the following query string to the end of the page in the browser: ?seMobiPref=true.
The page will now be wrapped in the mobile template. Resize the browser window to
become 240x320.
3. To view the page with the standard desktop template, add the query string to the end of
the page in the browser: ?seMobiPref=false.

Appendix A: Best Practices of Template Design
The sample approach for designing SiteExecutive templates with cascading style sheets below assumes
that design comps are already delivered and available.
Determine Layout & Name Regions (Template Basics)
•

Divide the design comps into content-based regions. These regions should be based on the
type of content or functionality. Examples for these regions can be header, footer, and
navigation. Designers should draw these regions using a design program or on paper to define
the structure.

•

Assign files/modules to regions. Determine where external files (images or flash videos) or
modules will be inserted. Based on the use of files or modules, divide the regions as
necessary. Update the layout drawing.

•

These regions will be the divisions (individual DIV areas) of the template.

•

Assign a name to each defined region. The name for each region should be functional, rather
than location (for instance, navigation, instead of left menu).

•

These names will be the IDs assigned to individual DIVs.

Determine Basic Presentation Items (Style Sheet Basics)
•

Determine the global aspects of presentation. These presentation aspects defined here should
apply to the whole site. These aspects include, but are not limited to, text, links, paragraphs,
lists, and headings. The properties to be considered include, but are not limited to, fonts,
colors, background, and spacing.

•

Determine specific/isolated aspects of the presentation. These presentation aspects will apply
only to selected items on the site. These aspects include, but are not limited to, text, links,
images, and headings. The properties to be considered include, but are not limited to, fonts,
colors, background colors/images, dimensions, and positioning.

Prepare & Create Template(s)
•

Collect all necessary external files. Designers should also make sure that the files are ready to
use on the template, (i.e. the images are the correct size).

•

Flatten the layout. Keeping basic style sheet rules in mind, designers should list all the regions
in a top-to-bottom, one-column manner, as the template HTML would appear without any style
sheets applied.

•

Create template(s) for SiteExecutive. Designers should edit the template based on the
flattened layout just completed, inserting all the determined DIV areas and assigning the
appropriate ID to each DIV.

•

Insert modules in the correct places, and the body content marker.

•

Create not only desktop template(s) but also mobile sibling-template(s) and assign to those
desktop template(s).

Create Style sheet(s)
•

Create style sheet(s) for SiteExecutive.

•

Create styles within the style sheet. Designers should first create the global selectors, such as
body, a, p, and h1-h6. Declarations for font attributes, colors, background and spacing should
be determined here.

•

Create ID selectors for all objects included those in the templates such as DIVs and specific
region headings or links. Positioning, z-index, dimensions and background images should be
defined here.

•

Define classes if required. Designers should define class selectors only if necessary for the
modules used on the template or pages.

•

Publish the style sheet when complete.

•

Create not only template and content style sheets but also media-dependant style sheets
(print.css, mobile.css)

Apply style sheet(s) to template(s)
•

Assign the style sheet to the template. Designers should then preview the template to
determine if the styles require any fine tuning. Designers should check the template in multiple
browsers to ensure consistency.

Publish, Review, Revise, Repeat
•

When designing a site, there will always be issues and concerns such as browser compatibility,
usability, accessibility, search engine optimization, content search and content intelligence
improvements, information architecture, content migration, metrics and analytics, extensibility
and more. But through training, reviewing, testing, soliciting feedback and making revisions
accordingly, a Website can only improve.

NEED HELP?
Systems Alliance Professional Services can help you improve your SiteExecutive Website(s)
•

Training: http://www.siteexecutive.com/training

•

Web Effectiveness & Professional Services: http://www.siteexecutive.com/services

•

Support Center: http://www.support.siteexecutive.com

Appendix B: DIV vs. Table-based Layouts
Tables have very often been used for structuring the layout of a Web page. When HTML was created,
tables were not meant to produce the visual style of a web page. Tables were intended to display the
tabular data only. SiteExecutive can be used with Websites employing a table-based layout design, but it
is not recommended. Here are some important reasons why it makes sense to switch to Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS):
TOPIC
Current Website
Requirements

Tables
•

•

Accessibility
Requirements

XHTML compliance requires
•
that tables only be used to
define tabular data, and not be
used for layout purposes.
•
WC3 does not recommend
tables for Website layout
purposes.

CSS meets the XHTML requires
templates and pages to use
table-less layouts.

•

CSS reads logically in screen
readers. CSS provides more
precise control over the display
of alternative content than HTML
alone.

•

CSS supports aural style sheets,
which specify how a document
will sound when rendered as
speech.

•

CSS allows users to override
author styles while browsing if
they find any difficulty browsing
thru author defined fonts, styles
etc.

•

Tabled sites are less
accessible for the 65% of
Website visitors that are
disabled.

•

Tables don’t read as they are
viewed in screen readers.
Alternative content can’t be
read logically.

(Section 508
Compliance)

CSS

CSS is fully endorsed and
recommended by WC3 for
Website layout.

Mobile Device
Support

•

Mobile devices like PDA
cannot display tabled Website
on a small screen. Navigation
becomes a frustrating and
daunting task for users.
Content is lost or hard to find.

•

CSS supports media-dependant
handheld style sheet and mobile
sibling template that simplifies
the layout and allows users to
navigate and find content easily.

Search Engine
Optimization

•

Tables result in a lot more
code. Large HTML pages of
code due to too many HTML
tags.

•

CSS encourages a web page to
optimize a site perfectly for
search engines.

•

•

Valuable content is mixed with
presentational data and not
optimized for search engines.

CSS Layouts are much cleaner
in their structure and
presentation. CSS minimizes
markups and uses HTML tags
properly to improve the search
engine ranking.

•

Your web pages weigh much

less to help search engines to
read only your valuable content
not the presentational data.
Speed

Dynamic & Flexible
Styling

•

Tabled design menus slow
page-load time due to amount
of code.

•

Content won’t load unless
excessive presentational data
(tables) loads separately for
each page visitors browse.

•

Once single CSS file which can
control the whole site, is called
from the cache for any page a
visitor browses your site. There
is no question that it is much
faster than having to get all the
presentational data loaded every
time again and again.

•

Your web pages weigh much
less as your complete
presentational data is derived
from a CSS file.

•

CSS pages are supported by
most browsers used by the
visitors.

•

Tables are tough to maintain
in visual consistency
throughout the site.

•

CSS provides greater support
for fixed width or liquid design
layout.

•

Redesigning tabled sites are
laborious and expensive.

•

•

Nested tables are needed to
achieve complex
presentations with tabled
design.

CSS can support complicated
layouts without damaging the
structure of the document.

•

CSS can transform a page look
without altering the HTML code.

•

CSS pages are more useful
because of their universality and
adaptability.

•

CSS allows extreme flexibility in
positioning and styling the visual
elements of a layout. Redesigns
are easy with CSS.

Appendix C: Style Sheet Glossary
Term

Definition

Style sheet

Refers to a group of related styles.

Statement

A CSS style sheet, for any version of CSS, consists of a list of statements. CSS allows
for two kinds of statements: at-rules and rule sets. Within SiteExecutive, only rule sets
may be used. A rule set (or “rule”) consists of a selector followed by a declaration block.
Example: td { color: black; }.

Selector

The selector consists of everything up to, but not including, the first left curly brace (“{“)
of a statement. In the example statement above, td is the selector.

Declaration Block

A declaration block starts with a left curly brace (“{“) and ends with the matching right
curly brace (“}”). In between there must be a list of zero or more semicolon-separated (;)
declarations. In the example statement above, “{ color:black; }” is the declaration block.

Declaration

A declaration within a declaration block may be empty or may consist of a property,
followed by a colon (“:”), followed by a value. The declaration in the example above is
“color: black” where “color” is the property and “black” is the value.

Type Selector

A type selector matches the name of a document language element type. A type
selector matches every instance of the element type in the document tree.
A class selector applies style information to one or more HTML elements that are
assigned a given class name.

Class Selector

HTML Tag-related classes “htmltagname.classname” confine the class to this element.
This enables administrators to restrict what classes/styles users have access to in style
or class drop-down lists, since “.classname” makes that styling available to all.

ID Selector

A selector that references a specific HTML element by its ID attribute.

Descendent Selector

A descendent selector that matches a relationship between HTML elements. For
example, the following style would be applied to any EM element, which is contained
within an H1 element :h1 em { color :#ff0000; }.

Child Selector

A child selector matches when an element is the child of another element. A child
selector is made up of two or more selectors separated by ">".

Attribute Selector

An attribute selector allows authors to match elements based on the existence of an
attribute or the value of an attribute. The following style definition would apply to an A
element whose target URL is http://www.cnn.com:a[href=”http://www.cnn.com”] { fontsize:x-large; }.

Pseudo-classes

Pseudo-classes classify elements on characteristics other than their name, attributes or
content in principle characteristics that cannot be deduced from the document tree.
Pseudo-classes may be dynamic, in the sense that an element may acquire or lose a
pseudo-class while a user interacts with the document (e.g. a:hover).

Pseudo-elements

Pseudo-elements create abstractions about the document tree beyond those specified
by the document language. For instance, document languages do not offer mechanisms
to access the first letter or first line of an element's content. CSS pseudo-elements allow
style sheet designers to refer to this otherwise inaccessible information.

Appendix D: Best Practices of Mobile Design
Below are some best practices for mobile design for websites.
Mobile Template Best Practices
•

Use a single column layout

•

Use a simple header: simple branding and simple navigation

•

Use <div> based layout

•

Do not use nested tables

•

Use the footer as secondary navigation

•

Use phone numbers in the footer

•

Use high contrast colors when styling

•

Make the design 240 pixel wide and 320 pixel high

Content Best Practices
•

Avoid using style selector from editor

•

When writing for mobile: Get to your point! (summary)

•

Use tables only for tabular data

•

Use formatting tags (div, p, h1...h6, a, img)

Recommended Modules to Use for Mobile Layouts
Navigation Modules

Content Modules

•

Navigation

•

Advanced Form

•

HTTP Passthrough

•

Related Content

•

Last Published

•

Application Viewlet (Blog)

•

Site Information

•

Object Inclusion

•

Syndicated Content

•

Current Content

•

Image Rotator

•

FAQ

•

DHTML Link Menu

•

Current Time

Modules Requiring Styling
Navigation Modules

Content Modules

•

Site Outline (CSS Styling)

•

Email List Handler (add mobile head tags)

•

Site Map (refreshes often)

•

Event calendar (CSS single column layout)

•

Content Archive (CSS Styling)

•

Profile Directory (CSS Styling)

•

Send to a Friend (Form CSS Styling)

Modules Not Recommended for Use with Mobile Layouts

•

Print this Page (No print functionality on mobile devices)

•

See Also, What’s Here and What’s New (not functional)

